Abstract
Challenge is arguably the most important experience that players seek in digital games. However, without a measure of how challenged players feel during the act of play, it is hard to design games that are neither too easy nor too hard and, therefore, truly enjoyable. Especially in industry, challenge is dominantly assessed by means of manual play testing in ad-hoc trials. The aim of this research is to create a more systematic, complete, and reliable instrument to evaluate the level of players’ experienced challenge in games in the form of a questionnaire. This paper presents the key results from an extensive literature survey which will inform further development. We survey definitions of challenge, challenge types, and their relation to player experience based on the observations of game designers. We furthermore draw from empirical findings in a diverse range of fields such as game studies, human computer interaction (HCI) and artificial intelligence (AI).
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Introduction
Challenge is a central hub of the gameplay in digital games [13], and is widely believed to play a crucial role in making games enjoyable [37]. Play in general is understood as “free movement within a more rigid structure” [32]. Unlike application-system users who expect to complete a task in the most efficient and optimal way, game players consequently enjoy to be challenged in the mastery of a game in different ways [9, 35].

Digital games that are not too challenging for players with varied levels of skill, experience, and motivation while at the same time not being too easy, are hard to design. Optimal challenge is considered the key ingredient of an enjoyable game, an essential requirement to achieve the state of flow [8], and plays an important role in leading players towards an immersive experience [12, 19].

Despite the evident importance of this experience, little research has gone into exploring exactly how challenge is created, what it consists of, and how it affects player experiences. This is partially due to the lack of definitions of challenge as player experience in digital games, and also due to the absence of an instrument to measure the whole range of challenge experiences quantitatively.

At the same time, the games industry predominantly assesses challenge in their games by interviewing manual playtesters in an unstructured way. As a consequence, the information provided does likely not cover the whole range of challenges present in the game. A better instrument to measure challenge would allow game developers to reliably assess a larger spectrum of challenge types, potentially leading to a more diversified and fuller player experience. We envisage this to be used during- and post-development, but potentially also at the design stage by drawing on post-mortem data from a game’s potential predecessor.

This instrument could be used together with more objective measures, e.g. eye-tracking, as well as other subjective tools measuring player engagement. Correlating objective and subjective responses could allow us to relate objective measures to specific types of challenges. This tool would also allow to study the relationship between different types of challenge and other gaming experiences.

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a questionnaire to reliably measure the complete experience of challenge in digital games. The aim of this paper is to document our key findings from a literature survey, highlighting how different fields provide valuable insights on the experience of challenge, the variety of challenge types, and how challenge is positioned with regards to other player experiences. We also hope that our findings raise awareness for the less well known types of challenge, representing promising yet under-investigated research topics in HCI.

What is Challenge?
Gameplay characterises the core activity of a game. It is defined as a series of actions performed by the player or game actors and their associated feedback or outcomes [37]. Challenges are the central hub of gameplay:

“Gameplay is challenges and actions that entertain. People enjoy a challenge, as long as they can reasonably expect to accomplish it. People also try a challenge they do not expect to meet if the risk is low and the reward is high. Challenges create tension and drama. At the simplest level, presenting players with a challenge amounts to asking a question: “Can you do it?” They’ll enjoy trying to prove that you can.” [3]

Challenges are determined by the objective and the barriers that prevent the player from achieving it, or as Adams puts it, by the obstacles that players have to overcome and the
tasks which they have to perform to make progress [3]. Cumulatively, they contribute to the overall difficulty of a game.

Although the terms ‘difficulty’ and ‘challenge’ are often used interchangeably both by researchers and players alike, they are not the same. ‘Difficult’ implies that something is ‘hard to do’, while ‘challenge’ describes a stimulating task or problem [11]. In a stimulating game, players are motivated to respond to a challenge, their actions make a difference, and they feel in control over the outcomes of their actions [24]. A stimulating game would make this consequence transparent, give hints to the player on how to counteract, e.g. by means of traps, and make the player’s actions affect the course of the game. Watching a cut scene, in contrast, is neither difficult nor challenging as it does not require any actions from the player and it is not possible for them to fail. A game does not need to be difficult to be challenging [6]. Players’ perception of this difficulty and thus their enjoyment varies depending on their skills and their previous experiences with this or other games involving similar types of challenge. It is due to this subjectivity that ‘challenge’ often also denotes a player’s perceived difficulty of the game.

**Challenge Types**

**Cognitive Challenge:** Challenge that addresses the player’s cognitive and problem-solving capacities. The player has to invest cognitive effort to predict the consequences of actions or comprehend ambiguous elements of the narrative or the storyline.

**Physical Challenge:** Challenge that addresses the player’s physical limitations to interact with the game, i.e. the speed and accuracy with which actions can be performed.

**Emotional Challenge:** Challenge which confronts the player with emotionally salient material or the use of strong characters, and a captivating story. A player cannot overcome emotional challenge with skill or dexterity, but by resolving tension in the narrative, by identifying with characters, and by resolving ambiguities.

Conversely, cognitive challenges refer to a player’s memory, observation, and problem-solving capacities. Typically, cognitive challenges require players to have good spatial reasoning, decision making, and planning in order to make progress in the game, and are often found in puzzle games, e.g. *Candy Crush*, or in strategy games such as *Civilization*. Challenges arising during play against or with human or AI players, i.e. social challenges, could be viewed as a subset of this type, as they require players to deal with hidden information. The capacity to read an opponent, predicting their moves and making split-second decisions can aid players in deceiving opponents. Conversely, success as a team depends heavily on being able to predict the targets of teammates and to coordinate joint actions.

Cole et al. [6] classify both physical and cognitive challenges as *functional*, and introduce another, less prominent type: *emotional challenges*. Games stimulate players with emotional challenges by providing them with a compelling narrative or story, through ambiguous or difficult material or by using strong characters for which the player can feel empathy. According to Cole et al. [6], “the core pleasure here for the player is the resolution of tension within the narrative, emotional exploration of ambiguities within the diegesis, or identification with characters.” While games like *Journey* or *Life is Strange* do not require players to master controls in order to advance in the game, they allow players to experience an emotional connection with the game world and to relate to the characters and the story.

Different game genres come with varying types of challenges, but the boundaries are blurred and modern digital games rarely provide players with exclusively one type. The complexity in challenge structure of games is supported
by findings in general game AI, where researchers struggle to develop a player agent that performs equally well in a wide range of games [5]. An instrument for measuring this experience must therefore be comprehensive enough to address perceived challenge in any digital game, while also being sufficiently specific to differentiate between challenge types that potentially lead to different experiences – the emotional involvement in a game with dominantly physical challenges such as the classic Winter Games would certainly differ from the emotional involvement in the avant-garde game Papers, Please.

Challenge as Player Experience
Different types of challenges can invoke different player experiences. To create a complete yet sufficiently specific questionnaire, we consequently need to understand what factors influence one’s experience of challenge and what experiences emerge as a result of being challenged.

Difficulty and Skill
A player’s perception of challenge largely depends on the difficulty of the game [3]. A difficult game is harder to beat if the player lacks the relevant skills or expertise. Therefore, this ability to successfully face challenges affects players’ perception of difficulty – a more skilled player would experience less challenge when overcoming the same obstacle than a player with less experience and less relevant skills.

Learning and Mastery
As difficulty in the game increases with time, players should be able to learn and improve their skills in order to eventually master the game. Some of these skills might be transferable to other games and everyday life. According to Rouse [30]: “In the best games, players will learn lessons through gameplay that can be applied to other aspects of their life, even if they do not realise it.”

Flow and Immersion
If the game supports the improvement of one’s abilities and skills, players should experience optimal challenge, i.e. a perfect match between the game difficulty and the players’ skill level. This is also an essential component of Flow [8] – an optimal experience that can be evoked by high levels of engagement in an activity. In this state, a person experiences high concentration as they become focused on play.

Flow, however, is not the only experience that emerges as a result of well-balanced challenge. Players feel more immersed when the balance between the challenge and their expertise level is matched fairly closely [7, 19]. Ermis and Mäyrä [12] distinguish challenge-based immersion from other types and hypothesise that it is affected by both the challenge of ‘pace’ (i.e. physical challenge) and ‘cognitive challenge’. Cox et al. [7] report from experiments that an increased physical demand did not lead to an increased level of immersion, but adding time pressure increased physical and cognitive challenge and consequently immersion.

Uncertainty
Challenge can also emerge as a result of players feeling uncertain [26]. Being unable to predict the outcome of one’s actions, failing to read the opponent, or feeling uncertain about the best possible tactic for a battle increases one’s perception of challenge. Being unable to predict whether the player will succeed or fail has been claimed to provide a strong motivation to play [25], and empirical studies show that outcome uncertainty relates to the feeling of suspense, which in turn increases enjoyment [2]. This also represents one explanation for the appeal of competition [28].

Performance Evaluation
Challenge can be evaluated through players’ perception of their performance, dependent on their experiences of success or failure. Similarly, AI researchers assessed the vari-
ety and depth of challenge in different games by comparing the relative performance of AI agents of various complexity. This is based on the assumption that in games with more varied challenge, we can expect a larger score difference between a simple and a sophisticated AI [27].

**Enjoyment and Pleasure**
Players might experience positive or negative emotional responses not only from emotional challenge. When the challenge is beyond one's abilities, this may lead to anxiety, or if the player does not feel challenged enough – boredom [8]. Being optimally challenged leads players to experience enjoyment [1] and pleasure [16]. Players enjoy games more when the perceived level of skills and challenge is higher than the subjective difficulty offered by the game [4, 21].

**Competence**
Optimal challenge provides players with the sense of competence [1, 31] – the feeling of being able to meet the requirements of tasks they have / want to complete. Deci and Ryan claim: “It is success at optimally challenging tasks that allows people to feel a true sense of competence.” [10]

**Suspense and Curiosity**
Playing task-based or competitive games is enjoyable as long as the outcome of the task remains uncertain and the balance between challenge and mastery is achieved [23]. Players often experience suspense and curiosity as a result of uncertainty with regards to being able to cope with challenges as they arise [22].

**Anticipation and Tension**
Challenge, however, does not always lead to positive experiences. According to Poels et al. [28], players can experience tension, which for more experienced players can often turn into irritation, disappointment, anger and frustration. Frustration and irritation are particular emotions that emerge from a mismatch between challenge and skills [28].

**Success and Failure**
Frustration can also be caused by failure, although it is an essential part of learning. Without failing, players would find games boring quickly [20]. Failure not only makes winning more enjoyable, it also makes players readjust their perception of a game: “Failure adds content by making the player see new nuances in a game.” [20]. According to Rouse [30]: “Players need to blame only themselves for not succeeding, but at the same time the game must be challenging enough so that they do not succeed right away.”

**Measuring Challenge in Games**
Just like other player experiences, perceived challenge can be measured quantitatively. To the best of our knowledge though, no instrument exists that captures all facets of challenge in games in sufficient depth. Nevertheless, some scales designed to measure broader player experiences contain challenge as a factor or a component. We systematically surveyed nine widely used and easily accessible questionnaires, and summarised their challenge-related items in Table 1.

The existing questionnaires already cover the level of experienced challenge and its diversity, and as how stimulating tasks were perceived. They also probe the player's outcome uncertainty, and related, they check for suspense and player churn. They assess the perceived match between the player's skill and abilities and the demands of the game, the perceived learning progress in acquiring the skills and the invested effort to master the tasks. Closely related, one questionnaire also asks for the player's perceived competence and causal efficacy. Other questions ask for the player's emotional responses of anxiety and boredom and for the level of support the player received in the game.

These questions can certainly be used to gain some insight into a player's experience of challenge in games. However,
Table 1: Challenge-related items in player experience questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Immersive Experience Questionnaire (IEQ) [19]      | To what extent did you find the game challenging?  
Were there any times during the game in which you just wanted to give up?  
To what extent did you find the game easy?  
Were you in suspense about whether or not you would win or lose the game? |
| Flow Questionnaire [18]                           | I was challenged, but I believed my skills would allow me to meet the challenge.  
My abilities matched the high challenge of the situation.  
The challenge and my skills were at an equally high level.     |
| GameFlow [36]                                     | Challenges in games must match the players’ skill levels.  
Games should provide different levels of challenge for different players.  
The level of challenge should increase as the player progresses through the game and increases their skill level.  
Games should provide new challenges at an appropriate pace.     |
| eGameFlow [14]                                    | I enjoy the game without feeling bored or anxious.  
The challenge is adequate, neither too difficult nor too easy.  
The game provides “hints” in text that help me overcome the challenges.  
The game provides “online support” that helps me overcome the challenges.  
I am encouraged by the improvement of my skills.  
The difficulty of challenges increase as my skills improved.  
The game provides new challenges with an appropriate pacing.  
The game provides different levels of challenges that tailor to different players.    |
| Player Experience of Need Satisfaction (PENS): Competence [31] | I feel competent at the game.  
I feel very capable and effective when playing.  
My ability to play the game is well matched with the game’s challenges.    |
| Video Game Uses and Gratifications Instrument [34] | I feel proud when I master an aspect of a game.  
I find it very rewarding to get to the next level.  
I play until I complete a level or win a game.  
I enjoy finding new and creative ways to work through video games.     |
| Users’ experience measurement in MMORPGs [15]     | This game fully disclose my potential ability.  
This game provide an appropriate test of my skills.  
This game challenge me to perform to the best of my ability.    |
| Player Immersion in the Computer Game Narrative [29] | Some tasks or conflicts in the game story are stimulating and suspenseful.  
I like the tasks or conflicts, which are difficult in the game story.  
I feel successful when I overcome the obstacles, tasks, or opponents in the game.  
I felt that I was learning.  
I thought it was hard.  
I felt stimulated.  
I felt challenged.  
I had to put a lot of effort into it.  
I felt time pressure.   |
| Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) [17]          |                                                                                                                                 |

Discussion and Future Work

We demonstrated that existing questionnaires are insufficient to assess challenge as player experience in a complete and reliable way. Considering the growing interest in studying challenge in digital games and designing for the optimal experience, the lack of an instrument to empirically evaluate this experience poses a problem.

At the time of writing, we are developing the Challenge Questionnaire to measure the full experience of challenge in digital games across different genres. The development contains two stages: preliminary items are based on the common themes in the surveyed literature. We will then iteratively revise and complement the existing items with insights from interviewing experts in the fields of HCI, AI, and games development. The scale will eventually be evaluated using a number of games with players of varied skill levels.

We believe that the development of this questionnaire is necessary to learn more about challenge itself, its relationship to player enjoyment, and to provide industry with a tool to assess their games reliably for a large audience.
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